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For most artists who use surface 
design techniques, the resulting 
art cloth is the goal. The cloth 
and its techniques are the star 
of the show. I use surface design 
differently: to enhance the cloth 
for subsequent use in a collage or 
on top of an already collaged art 
quilt top to begin the blending 
process. This technique adds 
layers of color and complexity 
with a less time-consuming 
method than my usual dense 
thread-coloring.

InstructIons
Thermofax machines are very 

expensive—currently about $1,350. 

Yikes! Luckily, there are a number of 

people who sell screens with ready-

made designs or will make custom 

screens. Please see the resources on the 

next page for links.

If you decide to splurge and buy a 

Thermofax machine on your own, you 

can find them on eBay and at Welsh 

Products (diyprintsupply.com). Be sure 

that it is a model that will work with 

the mesh needed for printing on fabric. 

Tattoo artists use these machines also, 

and many of the ones suitable for the 

purple ditto masters that the tattoo 

artists use will not work for these 

purposes. 

1. Tape the edges of the Thermofax 

screen with duct tape and write 

UP on the mesh side of the screen 

(the shiny plastic side goes down 

onto the fabric). The tape keeps the 

screen from shredding and provides 

a place for your fingers to hold it.

2. Mix the paints.

Tip: When mixing paint to get a desired 

color, put a tiny bit of the dark color 

into the light color. Continue to add tiny 

additional bits of dark, as needed, and mix 

well. It is possible to go darker but going 

lighter uses up a LOT of light paint. 

3. Place fabric on the padded work 

surface and place the screen where 

you want the printed image to be.
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Materials
• Textile paints (My favorite brands 

are PRO™ Chemical and Dye PROfab 

paint and Versatex screen printing 

ink and Lumiere® paint, both from 

Jacquard®.)

• Thermofax® screens 

• Duct tape 

• Scraping tool (I use old gift or key 

cards.)

• Padded work surface (I use a doggie 

training pad, sometimes adding an 

old towel underneath if the pad is 

thin.) 

• Fabric

• Flat tub with water
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4. Spoon or daub paint into an area 

of the screen that doesn’t have the 

design, usually near the duct-taped 

edge. This is called the “well.” 

5. Hold the side of the screen that is 

away from you with one hand, and 

pull the paint across in a squeegee-

like motion with a scraping tool in 

the other hand.

Tip: Hold the card at a slight angle 

behind the paint—not upright, not at 45°, 

but somewhere in the middle—and pull 

smoothly but firmly toward you. DO NOT 

lift the hand that is holding the screen! 

6. Carefully lift a corner of the screen 

to see if you like the print. If needed, 

add a bit more paint and/or repeat 

pulling paint across the screen. 

7. When you are done printing, put the 

screen into a shallow pan of water 

so the paint doesn’t dry in the screen 

and ruin it. Wash the screen gently 

with your fingertips (be careful 

not to scratch it) or a soft sponge. 

Place them individually on a towel 

or paper towels or hang from a 

clothesline to dry. (DO NOT place 

the screens on top of one another to 

dry; they can stick and get ruined.) 

Tip: Screens must be TOTALLY dry before 

printing—if you try to use one that you 

have dried with a towel, it probably still 

has moisture in it. If you try to print with 

it, you may end up with a blotchy mess.

8. Once you have the first round of 

screen printing done, allow the cloth 

to dry. Apply more layers of printing, 

if desired. Heat set the paint 

according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. 

Advanced tips
• Use the card-scraper to mix the 

paint—scoop up a bit of paint with 

the card and then apply it to the 

screen. I prefer not to mix the colors 

thoroughly; I really like the variation 

in color. 

• I sometimes like to add small bits 

of a color after the first application 

of paint. I use a color that is part of 

the mixed color to add variety and 

depth. I sometimes use a narrow tool 

designed for clay to “etch” designs in 

the paint or add color with it.

• Use your junk-drawer scissors to cut 

a key card. Cut curves on the corners 

or cut the card smaller, and then 

use an emery board or sandpaper to 

smooth any sharp bits which could 

cut the screen.

• To print another area, move and place 

the screen but hold up the side so 

that it doesn’t end up on top of wet 

paint—you will get smudges and/or 

transfer unwanted blobs somewhere 

else. Since I am right handed, I tend 

to work from left to right. My left 

hand holds the edge of the screen out 

of the area just printed while my right 

hand applies the paint.

After many years of wanting my own 

Thermofax machine, I finally splurged 

and purchased a reconditioned one 

from Welsh Products. They also sell 

replacement light bulbs and the supplies 

you will need.  

sarahannsmith.com

Resources
• QuiltingDaily.com; enter Thermofax 

in the search box.

shop.quiltingdaily.com

• Lynn Krawczyk sells screens and 
makes custom screens. She is the 
author of IntentIonal PrIntIng, my 
favorite book for newbies. It’s the 
book that got me printing! She also 
has several great video with Quilting 
Arts Workshop™.

smudgeddesignstudio.com and etsy.com/
shop/SmudgedDesignStudio

• Lyric Kinard is a brilliant and  
hard-working artist. Her self-
published workshop on Thermofax 
screens is wonderful. She also sells 
screens and makes custom screens.

lyrickinard.com/ready-made-thermofax-
screens/

• Fiber on a Whim is the dynamic 
mother-daughter duo of Jan Girod 
and Kristin Girod Rodriguez. They 
sell their own Thermofax designs,  
my line of screens, and make custom 
screens. 

fiberonawhim.com

• Jane Dunnewold is a leader and 
innovator in surface design has 
been mastering her craft and art for 
decades. Her books are considered 
definitive resources, and she too 
will make custom screens as well as 
offering her own designs.

janedunnewold.com/thermofaxshop/
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